Abstract: Nature successfully employs inorganic solid-state materials (i.e., biominerals) and hierarchical composites as sensing elements, weapons, tools, and shelters. Optimized over hundreds of millions of years under evolutionary pressure, these materials are exceptionally well adapted to the specifications of the functions that they perform. As such, they serve today as an extensive library of engineering solutions. Key to their design is the interplay between components across length scales. This hierarchical design-a hallmark of biogenic materials-creates emergent functionality not present in the individual constituents and, moreover, confers a distinctly increased functional density, i.e., less material is needed to provide the same performance. The latter aspect is of special importance today, as climate change drives the need for the sustainable and energy-efficient production of materials. Made from mundane materials, these bioceramics act as blueprints for new concepts in the synthesis and morphosynthesis of multifunctional hierarchical materials under mild conditions. In this review, which also may serve as an introductory guide for those entering this field, we demonstrate how the pursuit of studying biomineralization transforms and enlarges our view on solid-state material design and synthesis, and how bioinspiration may allow us to overcome both conceptual and technical boundaries.
Introduction
Human society is confronted with an ever-increasing demand for energy, high-performance functional materials, and cheap and lightweight structural materials. Today, we are forced to rethink the way we deal with earth and nature's resources. For decades or even centuries, we have overexploited the limited resilience of global and local eco-and climate systems. Archaeological findings show that human misconduct has repeatedly led to the local decline of advanced human civilizations. Now we are facing comparable issues on a global scale. There is thus a pressing need for new material concepts, which lead to resource-friendly and environmentally compatible materials. New materials should have extended lifetimes due to resilience, exhibit re-and up-cyclability, and be energy efficient, e.g., due to lightweight designs. Simply put, new materials must be eco-friendly throughout their entire lifecycle, but must reach our demands for their functionality, performance, and endurance. In this venture, biogenic functional materials may guide us to a systematic understanding of materials, with a new focus on how a material impacts an (eco)system, its consumption of resources during manufacture and usage, and the afterlife of its remnants.
Evolution optimizes the performance of biomaterials as this increases the odds for survival. A second and often overlooked quality of evolutionary optimization is the amount of energy which a creature has to invest to generate a certain material/function. Thus, where possible, abundant and degradable materials such as calcium carbonate or silica are employed in order to generate mineralized tissues, and remarkably mild synthesis processes have been developed. Moreover, beyond mere functional performance, biogenic materials are also optimized in regards to their functional density (e.g., by functional gradients). The resulting material is formed from an energetically "cheap" synthesis from abundant resources, and has maximized endurance before catastrophic failure [1] [2] [3] [4] . For this to be achieved, biogenic materials have to exhibit a combination of strength and toughness, properties that are key in the design of man-made materials [5] .
In this review, we focus on bio-inorganic solid-state materials, i.e., biominerals, which fulfil several mechanical functions ranging from structural support, to protection, motion, and sensing [1] . Through representative examples, we will demonstrate how the detailed analysis of biomineralization processes in organisms has affected the view on materials design and materials synthesis.
From Creatures to Concepts

From Calcareous Creatures to New Concepts in Crystallization
Biomineralization processes are highly complex and exceptionally well controlled. In molluscs such as bivalves and snails, shell formation is conceptually simple when compared to other biominerals such as bone. This process is analogous to continuous manufacture and starts with the transformation of a larva to a juvenile shell [6] . During this process, a thin membrane is formed from chitin, called the periostracum. This membrane separates the shell mineralization process from the (marine) environment and serves as a substrate on which the mineral is deposited ( Figure 1A ). The process of calcification takes place in the extrapallial space, a liquid-filled and narrow space between the outer mantle cells, which drive the mineralization, and the periostracum [7] . The inner mantle cells are in contact with sea water and are responsible for the uptake of the ions required for calcification from sea water. These ions are then directed towards the outer mantle cells and are stored there in the form of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) granules within vesicles [6] . In the extrapallial space, the shell is generated by self-organization. This process is temporally and spatially controlled by the mantle cells via secretion [8] . The liquid in the extrapallial space is rich in proteins, glycoproteins, acidic polysaccharides, chitin, and lipids; it bears all the inorganic, organic, and regulatory components that are needed to generate the mollusc's shell. The organic components are thought to interact with the forming mineral in two ways: They inhibit unwanted precipitation and simultaneously direct mineralization to the desired site [6, 9] . Often these biomineralization-active biopolymers are remarkably acidic [6, [10] [11] [12] [13] , much more acidic than common proteins. The exact process which controls shell formation is still disputed; but recent works on nacre formation have demonstrated that the mineralization is mainly driven by nanoparticle attachment rather than by an ion-wise driven growth [14] , as suggested by classic textbook theories. This route which proceeds via nanoparticle assembly probably increases the growth rate, as crystal growth is in the range of several tens to hundreds of picometers per second [15, 16] . Further, it allows the mollusc to spare water and thus to address a logistical issue of transporting a sufficient amount of scarcely soluble mineral to the mineralization site without removing large volumes of water from this site [17, 18] .
Various generalized pathways of biomineralization have been proposed ( Figure 1B ) [19, 20] . One possible pathway is that cells secrete stored mineral granules, which then attach to the site of growth. According to an alternative pathway, the stored mineral granules are re-dissolved, and ions are released. Mineral nanoparticles then reform, under the guidance and process-directing action of biopolymers present in the extrapallial fluid [21, 22] . In both cases, mineral granules attach to the mineralization site [19] . After the attachment of the nanoparticles, the transformation to a crystalline state takes place [23, 24] . Organic molecules, which initially inhibit and then guide mineralization, are entrapped into the mineral during mineralization, as they adsorb onto the attaching nanoparticles [6, 9, 25] . The matrix-mineral interaction of these organic molecules is ascribed to several physicochemical functions, such as polymorph selectivity [26] . These interactions are thought to give rise to the hierarchical structure of the monolith by controlling crystal growth rates along selected crystallographic axes [6] . Crystallinity of the forming biomineral travels through the amorphous body following a random path by homoepitaxial nucleation. For this, the initially highly hydrated mineral precursor has to transform into an anhydrous state before crystallization can occur [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] (Figure 1C ). As crystallization proceeds granule by granule, a granular structure at the nanoscale is preserved in the final biomineral, strongly affecting its properties [29] , a fundamental feature that is discussed later.
biopolymers present in the extrapallial fluid [21, 22] . In both cases, mineral granules attach to the mineralization site [19] . After the attachment of the nanoparticles, the transformation to a crystalline state takes place [23, 24] . Organic molecules, which initially inhibit and then guide mineralization, are entrapped into the mineral during mineralization, as they adsorb onto the attaching nanoparticles [6, 9, 25] . The matrix-mineral interaction of these organic molecules is ascribed to several physicochemical functions, such as polymorph selectivity [26] . These interactions are thought to give rise to the hierarchical structure of the monolith by controlling crystal growth rates along selected crystallographic axes [6] . Crystallinity of the forming biomineral travels through the amorphous body following a random path by homoepitaxial nucleation. For this, the initially highly hydrated mineral precursor has to transform into an anhydrous state before crystallization can occur [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] (Figure 1C ). As crystallization proceeds granule by granule, a granular structure at the nanoscale is preserved in the final biomineral, strongly affecting its properties [29] , a fundamental feature that is discussed later. In summary, biominerals often form via space-filling accretion of colloids [19, 23, 33, 34] , which consist of, or form from, a transient precursor phase. The formed glassy body then transforms into a mesocrystalline mineral body [23, 27, [35] [36] [37] [38] . Depending on its degree of mosaicity, the biomineral can behave like a single crystal although it is composed of individual crystalline nanograins and thus resembles a hybrid ceramic rather than a crystal. This generalized view of biomineral formation, that it takes place via attachment of precursor nanoparticles, is in conflict with classical crystallization theories. In the well-established and often-tested framework of classical crystallization, only ions and single molecules are considered as fundamental building blocks of the final crystal [29] .
In the last decades, an overwhelming number of reports on bio-inspired in vitro crystallization experiments have been published and have revealed that this apparent conflict not only arises from a "vital effect", thus from the involvement of cells, but that non-classical processes can be generated in vitro simply by adding polymeric species, such as block-copolymers and polypeptides. These "process-directing" species essentially stabilize initial stages of mineralization, e.g., by acting as capping agents. In accordance with the LaMer model, sufficiently high supersaturation can cause a high particle number density generated by burst nucleation. If these initial stages of mineralization are caught and stabilized, the resulting solids interact according to colloid chemistry. The final outcome-if particle interaction potentials come into play which control their self-assembly-is the genesis of a crystalline body via accretion of entities, which are far larger than single ions/monomers.
Cölfen, Antonietti, De Yoreo, and many others have clearly exemplified this for the process of oriented attachment, in which nanocrystals are generated, which are then face-selectively stabilized, often by block-copolymers but also by other ionic solute species, e.g., ions. Accretion of the nanoparticles is then driven by a decrease in surface energy, when the non-polymer-functionalized nanocrystal surfaces crystallographically align and come into contact. Li, De Yoreo, and co-workers demonstrated, by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy using a fluid cell, that iron oxyhydroxide nanoparticles undergo oriented attachment after various interparticle configurations are screened by continuous rotation and interaction before, upon perfect lattice match, a sudden jump to contact takes place [39] . This crystal growth mode can generate exceptional anisotropic and high-surface-area morphologies [40] [41] [42] [43] .
A distinctly different non-classical crystallization process was first observed in 1997 by Gower & Tirrell [44] . This process is induced by nucleation-inhibiting polymers-mimicking the action of poly-aspartate rich biomineralization polymers-which trigger/allow for liquid-liquid phase separation of the mineral. The liquid-like and thus amorphous mineral precursor becomes the active agent of mineralization. The transient liquid can be transformed into a range of morphologies, e.g., by infiltration or coating. Upon dehydration, these non-equilibrium morphologies then transform into mesocrystalline mineral bodies while retaining their initial morphology [44] ; a process which is called pseudomorphic. This assembly of mineral precursor nanoparticles, dubbed the polymer-induced liquid precursor (PILP) process [44] , shows remarkable similarities to biomineralization processes of calcifying organisms, both in mechanistic and structural aspects [22, 45] . It was often questioned whether this process is simply based on coacervation but it was demonstrated that a liquid-condensed and thus highly hydrated calcium carbonate precursor phase can form even in the absence of polymers [46] .
Both non-classical pathways, via oriented attachment and via liquid-condensed precursors, allow for control of the nanoscale organization of the final mineral. The formidable mechanical characteristics of biominerals demonstrate this clearly. By strict control on the nanoscale, material properties can be dramatically enhanced. In fact, all material properties which originate or are, at least, partially active on the mesoscale, can be affected by non-classical, particle-mediated crystallization pathways. Today, non-classical crystallization processes are consequently of high interest due to the possibilities of tailoring mechanical, magnetic, optical, phononic, thermoelectric, or photonic properties or the surface area of materials [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . This highly active field, which can be seen as a new field of solid-state materials chemistry, profits and is motivated by the detailed analysis of biomineralization and biomimetic crystallization studies by revealing the short-comings of the classical crystallization models [19, 29, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] .
Biominerals as an Evolutionarily-Tested Archive of Functional Material Design Motifs
The minerals which comprise biominerals, e.g., calcite and aragonite or hydroxyapatite, are mostly brittle in their pure geological form [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] . In biominerals, these minerals simultaneously feature high strength and high toughness [70, [76] [77] [78] . The origin of this phenomenon is the blending of the mineral phase with a minor fraction of organic matrices ranging over numerous length scales to generate hybrid and composite materials. The underlying design concepts are of high interest for the development of modern materials but require a good understanding of the hierarchical organization of these bioceramics, their macro-to micro-to nanoscale structures and the strengthening and toughening mechanisms that emerge from this complex structural organization.
A reoccurring motif is the nanogranular structures that have been observed among a wide range of biominerals of different species and phyla, i.e., human bone [79] and kidney stones [80] , shells of bivalves [81, 82] , cephalopods [83] , gastropods [84] , sponges [72] , egg shells [85, 86] , sea urchin spines [87] , and sea urchin teeth [31] , see also ref. [19] and references therein. Typically, this nanostructural feature has been identified by atomic force microscopy (AFM) phase imaging in combination with etching treatments [83, 84, [88] [89] [90] [91] , but transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis [91] [92] [93] and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis have also corroborated these nanogranular structures [94, 95] (Figure 2A-C) . Additionally, solid-state NMR is an invaluable, and non-destructive method for the analysis of the organic-inorganic interface. It has commonly been used to show that an intracrystalline amorphous fraction of the inorganic matrix is co-localized with the intergranular organics [96] [97] [98] [99] . Nanogranularity seems to be a common feature across species, even in those that are only distantly related and composed of different minerals, e.g., calcium phosphate, calcium carbonate, calcium oxalate, or silica. Beyond this unifying feature on the mesoscale, the structural organization on the microscale deviates remarkably between species and biominerals as they are adapted to their function and requirements [100, 101] . Combining different microstructures in different parts of the mineralized tissue allows biomineralizing organisms to form functional gradient materials with (probably) only minor changes to the mineralizing machinery [102] .
Taking molluscan shells again as an example, seven different calcareous microstructures are known: Foliated, prismatic, crossed-lamellar, complex crossed-lamellar, homogenous microstructures, and, additionally, two different nacreous structures [103] (Figure 2D ). Nacreous, crossed-lamellar and complex crossed-lamellar structures are typically composed of aragonite whereas foliated, prismatic, and homogenous structures are mostly made from calcite [104] . The mechanical properties of these microstructures are distinct due to the different minerals used and the diverse structures into which they are formed. Each microstructure is thought to offer different mechanical advantages. The most widely investigated microstructure is nacre, which exhibits the highest tensile and compressive strength, whereas the crossed-lamellar structures, e.g., in the Queen Conch Strombus gigas, exhibit the highest fracture toughness [70] . Notably, interest in the apparently simple prismatic microstructure has also increased over recent years [82, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] . Whereas the crossed-lamellar layer is often the sole microstructure present in a shell (for instance several crossed-lamellar layers of different orientations are present in both Strombus gigas and Glycymeris glycymeris [81, 110, 111] ), nacreous layers are often found in conjunction with prismatic layers.
There are some hidden but common design principles that these microstructures share. The structural elements of which these microstructures are composed feature some re-occurring characteristics: First, they typically have an extreme aspect ratio and/or a high surface/volume ratio-be it lamellae in cross-lamellar structures, tablets in nacre, or concentric layers in osteons or glass sponge spicules. Second, the characteristic length of the short axis is in the nanometer range, e.g., a few tens to hundreds of nanometers in the case of lamellae and nacre tablets. Third, the elements pack densely and the interelement volume is composed or, at least, enriched with an organic matrix. Remarkably, the smallest building units, i.e., the nanogranules, also perfectly comply with this set of rules.
The stomatopod dactyl club is an impressive example of a highly damage-tolerant smashing tool, which is perfectly adapted to prevent catastrophic failure. This is achieved by the design of the microstructure, which comprises a highly mineralized helicoidal chitin layer, which minimizes internal damage of the repeatedly highly loaded club [112] . It goes without saying that this exceptional example has already led to a number of mimetic attempts demonstrating the efficacy of this approach [113] [114] [115] . The core design concept in these examples is deliberate generation and maximization of weak interfaces, which, upon load and failure, then dominate the fracture mechanics. The large aspect ratio of the building units leads to crack deviation, tortuous, and massively enlarged crack paths, and pull-out effects. The organic layer, which is typically located at the interelement interfaces, increases the dissipation of the crack energy due to its toughness and can also lead to enhanced stress delocalization, auxetic behaviour, or even self-or crack-healing capabilities. What we observe is a formidable example of failure design, the optimization of an unwanted but inevitable material response to external and potentially deadly threats. This beautifully demonstrates that evolution not only promotes performance but also the endurance of a biomaterial, as the failure or fatigue of a weapon, armature, tool, or sensor is equivalent to the death of the individual organism.
The adaption of this approach for new materials thus requires deliberate introduction of weak interfaces and their functionalization by a suitable organic matrix. Barthelat et al. followed Nature's guide and demonstrated that, by implementing these structural motifs into a glass body, the brittleness of glass could be overcome and that its toughness could be increased by 200-fold [116] .
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The core design concept in these examples is deliberate generation and maximization of weak interfaces, which, upon load and failure, then dominate the fracture mechanics. The large aspect ratio of the building units leads to crack deviation, tortuous, and massively enlarged crack paths, and pull-out effects. The organic layer, which is typically located at the interelement interfaces, increases the dissipation of the crack energy due to its toughness and can also lead to enhanced stress delocalization, auxetic behaviour, or even self-or crack-healing capabilities. What we observe is a formidable example of failure design, the optimization of an unwanted but inevitable material response to external and potentially deadly threats. This beautifully demonstrates that evolution not only promotes performance but also the endurance of a biomaterial, as the failure or fatigue of a weapon, armature, tool, or sensor is equivalent to the death of the individual organism.
The adaption of this approach for new materials thus requires deliberate introduction of weak interfaces and their functionalization by a suitable organic matrix. Barthelat et al. followed Nature's guide and demonstrated that, by implementing these structural motifs into a glass body, the brittleness of glass could be overcome and that its toughness could be increased by 200-fold [116] . The remarkable toughening and strengthening effects caused by this hierarchical organization and the hybrid and composite layout of biominerals can best be demonstrated by Ashby plots [5, 77] , see Figure 3 . Continuing with the molluscan example, it becomes clear that shells are five times stronger than pure calcite and aragonite, although the density essentially remains constant. This demonstrates that biominerals have overcome the "conflict between strength and toughness" of man-made materials [117] .
A range of strengthening mechanisms are known for crystalline materials; in which it is essential to hinder dislocation motion of slip systems as this gives rise to plastic deformation. By "pinning down" dislocations the shear stress required to activate their motion is increased [118] . It should be mentioned that strengthening mechanisms are typically best established for metals but, given that minerals such as calcite exhibit slip-systems, a transfer of knowledge is generally accepted [119] . A range of hardening techniques are known that reduce dislocation motion: Work hardening, grain boundary strengthening, solid solution hardening, dispersion hardening, and transformation hardening. In work hardening, dislocations are introduced into the most compliant slip planes. Grain boundary strengthening, i.e., grain refinement, generates more grain boundaries, which impede dislocation motion by dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries; the increased shear stress required for further dislocation motion is described by the Hall-Petch relationship [120] . Solid solution strengthening causes local lattice distortions and thereby also interferes with dislocation motion. In dispersion hardening, either by particles or by precipitates, dislocation motion is also hindered as dislocations have to either cut through (in case of small, coherent precipitates) or climb the precipitates (in the case of bigger, coherent precipitates, incoherent precipitates, or particles). Cutting as well as climbing requires increased shear stress and thus causes strengthening. In Cu-saturated Al 2 Cu alloys, small, coherent precipitates form upon cooling, which are called Guiner-Preston-precipitates [118] .
The failure criterion in ceramics is mostly their low fracture toughness. Thus in (bio)ceramics it is toughening, i.e., hindering fracture, that is of special interest [121] . Toughening can be achieved by several mechanisms, i.e., grain size reduction, crack tip deflection, or crack tip shielding [121] . In grain size reduction, the crack has to intersect more grains with different crystallographic orientation and grain boundaries of different orientation, increasing the force required for crack propagation. Crack deflection can be caused by introduced planes of weakness. Planes of weakness can appear in form of grain boundaries, phase boundaries, fibrous, or plate-like microstructures, inclusion boundaries, pre-micro-cracking, or pre-stressing. Grain, phase, and inclusion boundaries as well as microstructures allow crack deflection. In micro-cracking, pre-micro-cracks are introduced into the ceramic material. As the crack propagates the stress in front of the main crack links the main crack and the micro-cracks. The crack energy of the main crack is thereby reduced. Pre-stressing is done in materials sensitive to tensile stress, such as glasses [122] and cement [123] by introducing compressive stresses into the surface to increase its toughness. The concept of crack shielding requires a process zone, surrounding the crack, applying compressive forces to the crack surface. The process zone might have different origins, e.g., fibres that traverse the crack tip, a plastic zone surrounding the crack tip, or phase transformation of particles. Fibre toughening is mainly caused by delamination and pull-out of the fibres from the matrix. The plastic zone imparts a compressive force onto the crack surface thereby shielding the crack. In all of these cases, crack energy is absorbed increasing toughness [121] . The remarkable increase in strength and toughness of mollusc shells and other biominerals emerges as a wide range of these mechanisms are simultaneously active in bioceramics on different length scales [76, 81, [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] . For instance, at the microscale the layered arrangement and the individual microstructural features of shells can be regarded as grain size refinement and thus cause strengthening and toughening [81, 110, 111, 130] . Nacre's brick-and-mortar structure has been observed to exhibit several strengthening and toughening mechanisms at the nanoscale. Crack deflection around the individual aragonite tablets is the oldest toughening mechanism known in nacre. At the nanoscale several strengthening features have been observed, such as the nanoscale waviness at the surface of the nacre tablets causing strain hardening during deformation [124] . Mineral bridges [131] as well as nano-asperities are observed to increase friction during sliding [132] . Furthermore, unfolding inter-tabular proteins have been observed to bridge cracks and thus increase toughness [133] . The nacreous aragonite tablets themselves have been reported to show increased strength compared to the mineral aragonite [134] . Their nanogranular origin can clearly be correlated to grain size refinement, causing dislocation pile-up and crack deflection and thus certainly show an effect in strengthening and in toughening [19] . Indeed, for the case of hen eggshells, a functional material gradient was identified based on the Hall-Petch-relationship [85] . In addition to the hierarchical arrangement of the mineral, intracrystalline organics have been observed within nacre tablets [133, 135, 136] . The impact of intracrystalline organic macromolecules on the mechanical properties of the aragonite tablets is still under debate. As the organic macromolecules possess a lower modulus, the crack path should run into the region enriched with organics. Organic macromolecules thus absorb crack energy and thereby toughen nacre tablets [137] . Furthermore, the incorporated organic molecules are thought to significantly impact the strength of the material. They are assumed to act as obstacles in dislocation motion, causing dislocation cuts or climbs, depending on their size and coherence and thereby strengthening biogenic aragonite [109] . Similarly, single amino acids have been observed to cause significant lattice distortions and thereby result in a tremendous increase in hardness and strength [138] . Finally, Guiner-Preston-like coherent precipitates were recently identified in biominerals and biomimetic materials, the presence of which was shown to remarkably impact the mechanical properties of the materials [71] .
This preceding list shows that the remarkable properties of bioceramics rest on a range of strengthening and toughening mechanisms. Many of the strengthening mechanisms are comparable to strengthening mechanisms which were first demonstrated in metals, and all the mechanisms root in hindered dislocation motion. Several of the listed toughening mechanisms are known from and are already applied in ceramic materials. Importantly, some of the other mechanisms are newly identified and can possibly be exploited when designing new materials. One may thus raise the question that if all of these motifs were already known, does the field of biomimetics or the analysis of biogenic materials yields new or beneficial knowledge? The key feature from which biogenic materials derive their exceptional properties is their structuration over a number of length scales, giving structured, hierarchical materials. Adapting this fundamental approach to the design of novel materials allows for a further increase in the performance of materials beyond their current limit, see Figure 3B . Projections for natural and synthetic materials, demonstrating the increase in toughness compared to homogeneous mixtures of their components, i.e., according to the rule of mixtures. By utilizing extensive extrinsic toughening mechanisms, hierarchical materials increase their toughness both for crack growth (closed symbols above the solid arrows) and, albeit to a lesser extent, for crack initiation (open symbols). Adapting these design concepts may lead to synthetic ceramic materials with outstanding properties. For more details, see Wegst et al. [5] . Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Materials, ref. [5] , Copyright 2014.
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Recent reports beautifully demonstrate how efficient this concept is, and future work will entail pushing this approach further to generate materials that exceed current limits. Koyama et al. showed that by mimicking the hierarchical and laminated organization of bone in metastability assisted multiphase steels both crack and fatigue resistance could be increased exceptionally [139] . Ritchie and co-workers demonstrated that the superb damage-tolerance of hierarchical steels that are composed of nano-band austenite and nano-lamellar martensite, a design inspired by the byssus-threads of mussels, crucially rests on the synergistic cooperation of various toughening and strengthening mechanisms [140] . As stated above, weak interfaces often play an important role in strengthening mechanisms such as crack deflection. When transferring such concepts to new material classes, the adhesion/wetting of interfaces must be well attuned. Park, Ritchie, and co-workers recently showed that alumina structures can be infiltrated with a wetting zirconium-based bulk-metallic glass mortar to yield a material with high flexural strength and fracture toughness [141] . Bill and co-workers showed in a study in which a multilayer ZnO ceramic was strengthened with interfacially bound peptides that the fracture behaviour of the layered material can be adjusted by altering the binding strength of the peptide [142] . By selecting a peptide with weaker binding a weaker interlamellar interface is generated, which can be of advantage [142] .
As we have focused in this section on the mechanical properties of selected biominerals, it is worth noting that biominerals are not solely optimized for mechanical performance. Instead, evolutionary optimization tunes all aspects of the biomineral that affect the survivability rates of their host organism. This multifunctionality, which elegantly "blurs the distinction between material and device" [143] , is rendered possible mainly by the hierarchical organization of the biomineral. If the biomineral serves as (a part of) a sensor, then its materials properties are attuned to this specific function, for instance in brittlestars in which calcite serves in a photoreceptor system [144] . Another nice example is hen egg shells whose primary task is protection of its content but which also serve as a depot of inorganic nutrients, foremost calcium ions. During incubation, the hen eggshell partially dissolves to feed the growing chicken, whilst still preserving sufficient mechanical stability to maintain adequate protection [145] . At later stages of incubation, these redissolution processes change the nanostructure of the eggshell purposefully weakening the shell to ease chick hatching [85] .
Biogenic Silica Formation Demonstrates How to Mildly Drive Metal Oxide Formation
A range of species generate silica under exceptionally mild and biocompatible conditions, for instance protists, sponges, diatoms, and various plants. The synthesis conditions of silica skeletal spicules in marine sponges for instance, are in stark contrast to the conditions under which silica can be generated in vitro. Classical synthesis involves elevated temperature/pressure or strong acids/bases. Biosilica is on par with biominerals with regards to its delicate, hybrid, and hierarchical organization [146, 147] , from which it obtains similar beneficial properties to those observed in crystalline biominerals [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] . The ability of these lower organisms to synthesize glass fibres with exceptional optical and mechanical properties, which exceed those of man-made optical fibres [146, 147, 154] , naturally invoked immense interest. It was soon realized that some of the organic components, incorporated into the bioglass matrix, were capable of facilitating silica synthesis under bio-relevantly mild conditions [150, 155, 156] . The silica spicules contain a proteinaceous axial filament composed of silicatein whose primary sequence bears a remarkable resemblance to cathepsin L, a peptide-cleaving protease, which belongs to the papain-like cysteine protease superfamily [153, 156] . The protease-derived silicatein showed hydrolytic activity against tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) [156] . Intense research, including the generation of recombinant silicatein along with biomimetic derivatives, finally revealed that the catalytically active centre acts in a similar fashion to cathepsin L in peptide cleavage [156, 157] . The details of the catalytic reaction cycle are discussed in detail in a recent review by Morse and Shimizu and are not reviewed here [158, 159] . Due to evolutionary relaxation, i.e., the need for other substrates to be hydrolyzed by silicatein [158] , silicatein is able to process a wide range of substrates beyond silicon-related or peptide-related substrates even though the superfamily to which it belongs is known for its high substrate specificity. It was shown that (recombinant) silicatein is capable of precipitating various transition metal oxides from different solute precursors, e.g., gallium oxide from gallium nitrate [160] or anatase from a soluble lactato-titanium complex [161] . Silicatein is capable of processing not only metal-centred substrates, but also catalyzing polymerization to give biodegradable poly(L)-lactide [162] , silicones [163] , or gas-sensing pincer metal complexes [164] . Tremel and co-workers pushed this idea further, by binding silicatein on surfaces by various techniques to give functionalized metals, e.g., gold-thiolate surfaces by means of a nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)-linker system, and metal oxide-surfaces by an NTA-bearing capping agent [165] [166] [167] [168] . Natalio et al. applied silicatein for the synthesis of hydroxyapatite [169] and calcium carbonate [170] ; in the latter case they demonstrated that the forming mineral spicules, self-assembled from aligned calcite nanocrystals, feature remarkably enhanced bending strength.
Various approaches further show that enzymatic activity can be transferred to other non-proteinaceous systems by taking inspiration from the stereochemistry of the active centre of silicatein. By reducing the action of silicatein to its absolutely fundamental principles, it was possible to design catalytically active molecules of lower structural and stereochemical complexity. This corroborated the proposed mode of action of silicatein, but also opened up the possibility of developing inexpensive, robust catalysts for solid-state materials synthesis suitable for chemically versatile scale-up synthesis. The first such example is a group of diblock copolypeptides, with the ability to self-assemble, which showed catalytic activity in the desired neutral range [171] . These studies showed that it is key to combine serine or cysteines as nucleophilic moieties with amine-terminated moieties, such as lysine, to generate similar catalytic activity as in silicatein [153, 156, 157] . With this lesson learned, Adamson et al. pushed this concept further to a non-peptide system based on the diblock copolymer poly(2-vinylpyridine-b-1,2-butadiene) [172] . However, the rate of silica formation in a benchmarking setup was only two-thirds of the diblock copolypeptides; this was attributed to a change in pK-values of the nitrogen-bearing moieties [173] . Kisailus et al. transferred these concepts to thiolated self-assembled monolayers on gold, by functionalizing one population of gold nanoparticles with hydroxyl-terminated and the other one with nitrogen-terminated thiols. The mixture of the two differently functionalized gold nanoparticles showed catalytic activity, which can be explained when considering the contact zone of the two differently functionalized gold nanoparticles. When in close contact, they build a catalytically active centre, which triggers condensation, eventually entrapping the gold nanoparticles in a silica network. If exposed to the monomer, the individual population of functionalized nanoparticles were inactive; and only showed catalytic activity when mixed together [174] .
Finally, small molecules were screened to assess whether they were also capable of mimicking, silicatein activity by stochastic assembly. A range of small molecules bearing two moieties, one nucleophilic group (e.g., -OH, -SH) and a hydrogen-bond acceptor (e.g., a primary or tertiary amine) were screened by Roth et al. [175] . Monofunctional small molecules were used as a control group, which showed barely any activity for silica formation from TEOS. From the set of bifunctional molecules, two candidates were noticeably active, i.e., cysteamine and ethanolamine. Tertiary amines, as expected, showed reduced activity; likewise, the catalytic rates of thiol-bearing molecules excelled those bearing hydroxyl-moieties [175] .
These findings sparked remarkable interest as the mild synthesis conditions open up a new opportunity to incorporate sensitive and delicate organic molecules into a glass matrix; as a proof of feasibility, Roth et al. incorporated blue fluorescent protein and living Escherichia coli into silica [176] . By combining low molecular weight silicatein-analogues with morphogenetic agents, Corma et al. were able to generate meso-and micro-structured silica [177] otherwise only accessible by use of harsh conditions. From these developments, it becomes clear that research into bio-silification demonstrates the potential offered by enzymatic-based synthesis for solid-state materials, and provides similar opportunities for advanced material design as given by particle-driven mineralization processes.
Outlook
In this review, we aimed to demonstrate how detailed analysis of biomineralization processes has changed our view on the synthesis and structural design of solid-state materials. We have demonstrated that studies on biomineralization have triggered-or at least catalyzed-a shift towards non-classical views on crystallization. Further we have shown that biominerals follow design rules, which are not only focused on performance but also on characteristics that are key for the design of sustainable materials such as resilience. Furthermore, we reviewed how the study of biosilification has opened new pathways to the synthesis of functional materials under mild conditions. By shifting from a classic solid-state materials route, characterized by harsh conditions, to a biocompatible hydrolytic process, which bears strong similarities to sol-gel chemistry, but under mild conditions. These selected examples, which represent only some aspects of bioinspired materials chemistry, demonstrate that the pursuit of studying biomineralization eventually has the potential to fundamentally transform our view on materials, providing blueprints of how to overcome both conceptual and technical boundaries. As biogenic materials naturally rely on abundant and eco-friendly and sustainable components, the detailed analysis of their concepts and synthesis procedures may help us to overcome some of the critical issues the human society currently faces. Biominerals demonstrate how mundane and ordinary components such as calcium carbonate or phosphate can be transformed into load-bearing, damage-tolerant materials. They show us energy-efficient synthesis routes to a range of inorganic solid-state materials, which are hierarchically structured. Furthermore, biomineralization gives access to hybrid nanoceramics, functionalized and toughened/strengthened with intracrystalline organic matrices, a class of material, which is inaccessible by the classic ceramic process.
